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Abstract

Any input vector that does not detect a fault is called
an antitest for that fault� Given two faults an in�
put vector that detects exactly one of those faults is
an exclusive test� A concurrent test for two faults
must detect both faults� The problems of gener�
ating these three types of tests involve detection of
multiple�faults� We transform each of these problems
into a single�fault ATPG problem� Several properties
and applications of these tests are cited� A simple ex�
ample illustrates the application of exclusive test in
improving the diagnostic resolution of a fault dictio�
nary�

� Introduction

We de�ne three new types of tests for a combinational
circuit� These are �antitest�� �exclusive test�� and
�concurrent test�� Given a target fault� an antitest is
an input vector that does not detect the target fault�
Given a pair of target faults� a concurrent�test is an
input vector that detects both faults� Similarly� for a
pair of faults� an exclusive test detects any one �not
both� fault� It is shown that the antitest problem can
be translated into a single�fault detection problem by
constructing an output modeling circuit �OMC�� The
OMC is a single�input single�output logic block with
a single stuck�at�� fault such that the fault�free OMC
passes the input unchanged� The faulty OMC inverts
the input� An antitest is a test for the multiple�fault
consisting of the target fault and the s�a�� fault in
the OMC� A recently published method is used to
model this multiple fault for generating an antitest
by a single�fault ATPG program� To generate an ex�
clusive test� we construct a miter circuit in which two
copies of the circuit� each with a di	erent single fault�

feed an exclusive�OR gate that provides the primary
output� A test for the double�fault is shown to be an
exclusive test for the two faults� A concurrent test
is derived as test for a double�fault in a double�miter
circuit constructed with three copies of the circuit�
One copy contains no fault and the other two copies
contain one each of the two faults� The fault�free
copy feeds into two exclusive�OR gates� whose other
inputs come from the faulty copies� The exclusive�
OR gates feed into an AND gate that generates the
output of the double�miter�

Our use of multiple�faults should not cause confu�
sion� They are used only to model the speci�c con�
ditions imposed on the detection of single�faults� All
tests we generate are aimed at detecting single stuck�
at faults�

These three types of tests have applications in fault
diagnosis� They may have other applications too�
The purpose of this paper is to present novel de��
nitions of tests and primary methods of their genera�
tion to the test community so as to initiate research
on new test generation methods and applications�

� Antitest

Figure � de�nes test and antitest� A fault�free dig�
ital circuit is shown as C�� The other block C� is
the same circuit with a fault f� permanently intro�
duced� The circuit is assumed to be combinational
and can have any number of inputs� For clarity of
introducing a new topic� we will only consider sin�
gle output functions in this paper� Any input vec�
tor that produces a � output in Figure ��a� is a
test for the fault f�� This is the Boolean satis�a�
bility version of the test generation problem� which
can be solved by using two�valued �
��� or three�
valued �
���X� signals� The commonly used auto�
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Figure �� Boolean satis�ability de�nitions of test and
antitest�

matic test pattern generation �ATPG� programs col�
lapse C� and C� into one copy of the circuit and
employ either a �ve�valued �
���D�D�X� �� or nine�
valued �
���X�
���
�X���
���X�X�
�X��� signal rep�
resentations ����
Two Boolean satis�ability formulations of the an�

titest problem are illustrated in Figures ��b� and �c��
In the next subsection� we will reformulate this prob�
lem for �ve or nine�valued signal ATPG� This de�ni�
tion covers all possibilities that prevent a vector from
detecting the fault� These are�

�� Fault f� is not activated�

�� Fault f� is activated but no path from the fault
site to the circuit output is sensitized�

The construction of Figure ��a� is known as miter
and is often used for equivalence checking ���� It com�
pletely incorporates the conditions of test or antitest�
We make the following observations fromFigure ��a��

� For any given fault� tests and antitests form dis�
joint sets that cover the entire input vector space�

� For a single stuck�at fault on a primary input
line� the number of antitests must either equal
or exceed half of all vectors�
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Figure �� Output modeling circuit �OMC� to trans�
form antitest to test problem�

� Every input is an antitest for a redundant fault�

� If f� and f� are two stuck�at faults on the same
line �with opposite polarity�� then any test for
f� is an antitest for f�� In general� however� f�
may have additional antitests that do not detect
f��

� For any test for a target fault� f�� the two faults
f� and output s�a�� mask each other� Thus� the
generation of an antitest is equivalent to the gen�
eration of a test for the multiple�fault� f� and
miter output s�a�� in Figure ��a��

��� Antitest Generation

The use of the miter of Figure ��a� for vector gener�
ation presents two problems� First� the isolation of
the fault�free and faulty circuits requires the use of
two�valued �
��� or three�valued �
���X� logic� ATPG
algorithms and programs� on the other hand� use a
single copy of the circuit with either a �ve�valued or a
nine�valued logic ���� The second problem is that we
must generate a test for a multiple�fault� Once again�
ATPG programs can only handle single�faults� We�
therefore� devise a model to generate antitests using
any conventional ATPG program� This is done in
two steps� output modeling circuit and a single�fault
model for a multiple�fault�
Output Modeling Circuit� Figures ��b� and �c�

give two ways of expressing the antitest problem as
Boolean satis�ability�

C� � C� � � and C� �C� � � ���

The second equation can be realized by appending a
one�input one�output output modeling circuit �OMC�
with a single stuck�at fault to the circuit under test
�CUT�� In its fault�free state OMC propagates its in�
put signal to the output� In the faulty state� it inverts
the input signal at the output� Such a circuit is eas�
ily realized with three gates as shown in Figure ��
Irrespective of whether the input to the OMC is 
 or
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Figure �� An example circuit with a target fault for
antitest�

�� the s�a�� fault is activated and propagated to the
output� The example in the �gure illustrates this for
a 
 input� which produces 
��� We use the nine�value
notation for signals so � means the signal is � for both
fault�free and faulty cases� A value ��� refers to � for
fault�free and � for faulty circuit� Thus� the second
Boolean satis�ability problem of Equation � can be
written as�

OMC�C�� �OMCsa��C�� � � ���

This is the normal ATPG problem for detection of a
multiple fault �f� in C� and s�a�� in OMC�� When
f� is activated in C� and is propagated to the input
of OMC� the fault in C� and the s�a�� fault in OMC
mask each other� The reader can easily verify that the
OMC in such cases propagates the fault�free output
of CUT� Any test for a multiple�fault that includes a
target fault in CUT and the s�a�� fault in OMC is an
antitest for the target fault�
Multiple�Fault Modeling� We use a single�fault

model for the multiple�fault as given in a recent pa�
per ���� This model is created by inserting two�input
gates �OR for s�a�� or AND for s�a�
� at the sites
of all components of the multiple�fault� Further� the
signals from these sites are ANDed� directly for s�a��
faults and with inversion for s�a�
 faults� The output
of this AND gate� which contains a single s�a�� fault�
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Figure �� Derivation of antitest using single�fault
ATPG�
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Figure �� Masking of a test during antitest genera�
tion�

is fed to all in�line OR gates and with inversion to all
in�line AND gates� An illustration of this model is
shown in Figure �� which is reproduced from a recent
paper ���� In this illustration a multiple stuck�at fault
a	ects four lines of the circuit shown as aA� bB� cC
and dD� The two circuits in Figure � are functionally
identical if all faults are removed� A test for the single
s�a�� fault in Figure ��b� will detect the multiple fault
in �a�� It is also shown ��� that the single�fault model
remains functionally combinational �free from asyn�
chronous feedback� even though the model in some
cases may have structural feedback�

��� An Antitest Example

We now illustrate the antitest generation by an ex�
ample� Figure � is an exclusive�OR function� We will
derive an antitest for the target fault s�a�� at the out�
put of the second inverter� According to the forgoing
discussion� any test for the multiple�fault consisting
of the two faults shown in Figure � is an antitest for
the target fault�
Figure � provides a single�fault model for the two

faults in Figure �� All gates inserted for fault model�
ing are shaded gray and their interconnects are drawn
in thin lines� The signal values correspond to a test
for the multiple�fault� which is also an antitest for the
target fault� Notice that the target fault is activated
but is not propagated to the output of CUT�
Figure � shows how the fault e	ect is masked by

OMC� Here� the fault is activated and a 
�� ap�
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pears at the output of CUT� The exclusive�OR gate
in OMC receives fault e	ects on both inputs� and
produces a 
 at the output� Since an ATPG program
will always try to generate an input vector that pro�
duces the fault e	ect at the output� the type of test
in Figure � will never be generated�

� Exclusive Test

The general exclusive test problem can be formulated
for a pair of fault sets� For simplicity� however� we
will study it for a pair of faults� f� and f�� An ex�
clusive test must detect exactly one of these faults�
Once again� we denote the fault�free circuit function
as C� and the two faulty functions as C� and C�� The
Boolean satis�ability formulation of the exclusive test
problem is�

�C� � C��� �C� �C�� � � ���

which simpli�es to�

C� � C� � � ���

and may also be expressed as�

�C� � C��� �C� �C�� � � ���

Equation � is a condition for distinguishing between
the two faults� The complementary condition� C� �

C� � 
� is known as the indistinguishability condi�
tion ���� and when satis�ed by all inputs makes the
two faults equivalent�
Equation � indicates that an exclusive test is a test

for a double fault in two copies of the CUT produc�
ing a single output through an exclusive�OR gate�
and each copy contains a di	erent single fault� The
Boolean satis�ability and multi�valued ATPG formu�
lations of the exclusive test problem are illustrated in
Figure ��
We note the following observations about exclusive

tests�

� If no exclusive test exists for two faults then ei�
ther they are equivalent or both faults are re�
dundant� Although not often recognized� all re�
dundant faults of a combinational circuit form
an equivalent fault set�

� If two faults are independent then any test that
detects either one of them is an exclusive test
for the pair� Two faults are de�ned as indepen�
dent ��� if no vector can detect both of them�

� An exclusive test for a pair of faults is a test for
one fault and antitest for the other�
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Figure �� A multiplexer example for diagnostic tests�

��� Application of Exclusive Test to
Diagnosis

We can illustrate the use of exclusive test in the
generation of a diagnostic dictionary ���� Consider
the multiplexer circuit shown in Figure �� Five
tests� T� � 

�� T� � 
�
� T� � 
��� T� � �


and T� � �
�� were generated by an ATPG pro�
gram ���� All ten faults in the equivalence fault
set �a�� b�� c�� c�� d�� f�� g�� h�� i�� i�� were detected by
this test set� The fault dictionary is given in Table ��
For the �ve tests� each fault has a test syndrome that
is a �ve�bit vector� The jth bit tj of this vector is �
only if test Tj detects that fault� The table also gives
a diagnostic number computed as�

DN �fault� �
nX

j��

tj�
j��

where n is the number of tests� Thus� the fault a�
�a s�a���� which is detected by T� and T�� has a test
syndrome �
�

 and its diagnostic number is ��
We notice that this dictionary cannot distinguish

between faults b� and d� since they have the same test
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Table �� Fault dictionary enhancement by exclusive test for the multiplexer of Figure ��
Fault �

� coverage tests Exclusive test added

Test syndrome Diag� number Test syndrome Diag� number
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Figure � Exclusive test generation for fault pair
�b�� d���

syndrome and diagnostic number �shown in boldface
in Table ��� The procedure of the previous subsection
is used in Figure  to generate an exclusive test for
these faults� The modeling allows us to use a single�
fault ATPG ���� which generates the vector T� � 


�
This test detects two faults b� and i�� When it is
appended to the existing vector set� the resulting test
syndromes and diagnostic numbers are shown in the
two last columns of Table �� Now every fault in the
list can be uniquely diagnosed�

� Concurrent Test

Although the general problem of concurrent test re�
lates to a set of faults� for simplicity� we will consider
two faults� f� and f�� Figure �
 shows the Boolean
satis�ability and multi�valued ATPG formulations of
the concurrent test problem� As before� C� is the
fault�free function and C� is the function with fault
fi permanently injected� The Boolean satis�ability

1
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0

1
test vector

(a) Boolean satisfiability.

1

0

1

Concurrent
test vector

Concurrent

fault f2

0/1
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(b) Five or nine valued ATPG.

1

fault f
CUT

CUT

CUT

Figure �
� Generation of concurrent test�

problem is�

�C� � C����C� �C�� � � ���

Notice that the ATPG requires three copies of the
circuit �CUT� and the detection of a multiple fault
whose components� f� and f�� are in two separate
copies� We make the following observations�

� If two faults are independent ���� then no con�
current test is possible for them� A trivial case
consists of two faults �with opposite polarity� of
the same line�

� If two faults are equivalent� then any test for
either fault is a concurrent test for both�

� If two faults have neither a concurrent test nor
an exclusive test� then both faults are redundant�
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Table �� Concurrent test generation for multiplexer�
Targeted Concurrent New faults
faults test detected

a� and b� No test
d� and b� �

 b�� c�� d�� i�
a� and c� No test
g� and c� �
� c�� g�� i�
a� and f� 
�� a�� f�

h� 
�
 h�

��� Application of Concurrent Test to
Compact Test Generation

A compact fault detection test set� although not as
good for the diagnosis application of Subsection ����
is sometimes desirable for reducing the test time� es�
pecially in scan testing� For compact test generation�
fault targets are selected by heuristics and the result�
ing tests can be reduced by fault simulation based
compaction techniques ���� Alternatively� one can
generate compact tests using an independent fault
set �IFS� ��� or the method of test counting ���� No
two faults in an IFS can be detected by the same
test� While �nding a complete �or the largest� IFS
is a complex problem� a subset can be easily found
around a gate near primary inputs� Our illustration
is based on such a partial IFS�

The reader can verify that faults a�� d� and g�
belong to an IFS for the multiplexer of Figure �� We
form fault pairs containing exactly one fault from this
partial IFS� Concurrent tests are generated for these
pairs� Whenever no test exists for a pair� the fault
outside of IFS is successively paired with all faults
in the IFS� If no pair succeeds in providing a test�
then that fault is added to the IFS� The procedure
terminates when all faults within and outside IFS are
detected� This procedure applied to the multiplexer
produced the result of Table ��
The set of four vectors found here is the smallest

for this circuit� In the next to the last step of Ta�
ble �� had we paired a� with h�� we would �nd no
test and would eventually add h� to the IFS� That
would complete the IFS� which has a cardinality of ��

� Conclusion

This paper is an attempt to present new ideas that
have not been discussed before� Our search of the
literature has found no references to the three types
of tests� namely� antitest� exclusive test� and concur�
rent test� introduced in this paper� We would like

the reader to point us to references on similar prior
work if they have seen any� Readers may �nd some of
the ideas trivial� while others meaningful� We would
like their remarks� The motivation for this article
is two�fold� First� having given the de�nitions of
the new types of tests� we attempt to �nd model�
ing and test generation algorithms� It is our belief
that the techniques given here will have many future
improvements� Our motivation is that some readers
will contribute their expertise� Second� we are certain
the material has novel applications not cited here� If
readers cannot �nd them then the only reason would
be that their imagination is restricted in the same way
as ours� We unconditionally thank the present read�
ers �reviewers� since their feedback is important to
our research� Their decision will determine whether
or not other readers bene�t from this work�
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